Forage handling

Silo-Top-Unloader NAS

This unit handles all kinds of silage as short chopped grass (cutting length up to 10 cm). NEUERO Top-Unloader NAS suitable for small and medium farms is designed for efficient and economic filling and emptying of material from silos and of above and below ground tower silos.
Automatic dump box with intake conveyor DA35/ZB85

With band-conveyor NGB and forage blower AG for automatically charging of high silo plants.

NEUERO Forage / Coarse Fodder Technique AG 50

For agricultural farms of all sizes. Excellent for the high-capacity conveying under demanding conditions of material such as grass, hay, silage, chopped maize, CCM, moist grain, beet tops and straw. Available with built-in three phase motor (380 V, 50 Hz, 1450 r.p.m.) or for PTO drive as desired (also with shaft extension for automatic wagons).

Advantages:

- high continuously sustained output
- Extremely rugged impeller designed on the latest aerodynamic principles.
- Impeller casing of large volume, mobile on two rubber-tyred wheels and stagelessly rota table through 180°
- Helpful ancillary equipment and piping components which match up with one another properly.
- Many years of experience in blower design mean that the engineering is fully developed.